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1. INTRODUCTION
A request was received from the client to carry out a series of tests on supplied samples of Bianca Mist 
marble1 that is proposed for use within the National Gallery of Australia Stage 1 ‘Indigenous Galleries 
and New Entrance Project’. 

2. TEST PROGRAM
Specimens were prepared by Stone Initiatives from the supplied samples and the following test work 
was undertaken: 

• Water Absorption 
• Bulk Specific Gravity 
• Flexural Strength 
• Compressive Strength 
• Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity 
• Coefficient of Thermal Expansion / Thermal Hysteresis 
• Petrographic Examination 

Bulk specific gravity and water absorption were determined in accordance with ASTM C97-02 
"Standard Test Methods for Absorption and Bulk Specific Gravity of Dimension Stone".  The 
specimens had been dried at 60  2°C for 48 hours followed by soaking at 22  2°C for a further 
48 hours. 

The flexural strength of each specimen was determined in accordance with ASTM C880-06 
"Standard Test Method for Flexural Strength of Dimension Stone”.   The dry specimens had been 
dried at 60±2˚C for 48 hours prior to testing.  The soaked specimens had been immersed in water 
for 48 hours at 22±2˚C.  The surface in tension had been sandblasted. 

Unconfined Compressive strength was determined in accordance with ASTM C170-06 “Standard Test 
Method for Compressive Strength of Dimension Stone”.  The dry specimens had been dried at 
60±2°C for 48 hours prior to testing.  The soaked specimens had been immersed in water for 48 hours 
at 22±2°C.

The ultrasonic pulse velocity was determined in three orthogonal orientations (X, Y & Z orientation) 
using the compressive strength block2 prior to preparation of specimens.

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion was determined in accordance with Stone Initiatives method SI-
THERM-04.  The specimens3 were subjected to ten thermal cycles between +20°C and +65°C 
(nominal) with each cycle taking one day.  Change in length was accurately measured using a digital 
micrometer.  As permanent dimensional change which may lead to bowing or dishing of the panels 
was also of concern, the degree of thermal hysteresis was determined by measuring the change in 
length of the specimen once it had equilibrated at room temperature4.

A petrographic examination was carried out on the marble using three standard thin sections prepared 
in the three orthogonal orientations.  The aim of the examination was to determine the presence of 
deleterious mineral, alteration or weathering and to identify any sign of directionality within the grain 
structure.

1 As supplied by Cairns Marble 
2 Nominal size 80 (X)x 250 (Y) x 250 (Z).  
3 Specimen length 165mm. 
4 Length measurements normalised to +20.0 °C.  
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3. RESULTS
Results of the physical tests are summarised in the table below; full test data are detailed in Appendix 
A of this report.  The test results are compared with ASTM C503-05 “Standard Specification for Marble 
Dimension Stone.”

Property 
Cairns Marble
Bianca Mist 

ASTM C503 
Marble

Specification

Bulk Specific Gravity (kg.m-3)

Water Absorption (mean)
% by weight
% by volume 

Flexural Strength (MPa) 
Orientation unknown 
 - Dried Strength 
 - Soaked Strength 

Compressive Strength (MPa) 
Parallel Z orientation 
 - Dried Strength 
 - Soaked Strength 

Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity5 (m/sec)
- Parallel X orientation 
- Parallel Y orientation 
- Parallel Z orientation 

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
(mm/mm°Cx10-6)
- Mean Length Change 
- Range 

Thermal Hysteresis (%) 
Maximum Length Change after 10 cycles 
Range

2709

0.08
0.20

7.6
8.4

62.1
60.8

5531
5134
5060

6.4
5.2 – 7.4 

-0.001
-0.010 to +0.012 

25956 (min) 

0.20 (max) 
-

7 (min) 
7 (min) 

52
52

-

-

-

5 Of compressive strength test block prior to specimen preparation  (80 x 250 x 250) 
6 For calcite marble 



   

4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 Water Absorption / Bulk Specific Gravity 
The mean water absorption of the Bianca Mist was determined to be 0.08% by weight; this complies 
with the ASTM requirement for marble and is comparable with other dimension stone marbles 
worldwide.  The mean bulk specific gravity of 2709 kg/metre3 complies with the ASTM requirement for 
marble and indicates a strong and durable material.

4.2 Flexural Strength 
The flexural strength (orientation not known) was determined to be 7.6 MPa in a dried condition (range 
6.7 – 8.3) and 8.4 MPa after soaking (range 6.9 – 9.4).  The results comply with the ASTM 
requirement for marble.

The variation in strength appears to be related (at least in part) to the presence of very fine particles of 
iron oxide present within the specimens.  Some of the specimens with low results (i.e. M17/8 with a 
strength of 6.9 MPa) did show traces of iron oxide on the fracture face (see Plate 1).  This ‘rust’ did not 
appear to be present within other samples suppled (e.g. water absorption or compressive strength 
specimens), which suggests that there may be some variability in the stone supply.

Plate 1: Fracture face of 
specimen M17/8 showing 
minor traces of iron oxide 
present within the stone.

4.3 Compressive Strength 
According to ultrasonic pulse velocity testing, the compressive strength tests were carried out parallel 
to the incipient elongated lenses mentioned in the petrographic description below (orientation parallel 
X).  Mean compressive strength was determined to be 62.1 MPa in a dried condition (range 27.7 – 
72.9) and 60.8 MPa after soaking (range 52.1 – 67.7).  The results comply with the ASTM requirement 
for marble.

Following close inspection of the failure mode of the specimens, the variation in strength between 
individual specimens is considered to be due to preferential failure associated with the fine lenses 
forming a slight but variable grain.   There were no traces of iron oxide visible within the test 
specimens (as found in the flexural specimens).
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4.4 Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 
The mean coefficient of thermal expansion for Bianca Mist was found to be 6.4 mm/mm °C x 10-6

with a range of 5.2 to 7.4.  The mean value is considered to be at the lower end of the normal 
range for dimension stone and within standard engineering tolerances.  Although it was not 
possible to confirm if the specimens tested included all three orthogonal orientations, the range of 
thermal expansion achieved is considered to be stable and not likely to pose any peculiar stability 
problems.  The chart below shows the thermal expansion of each specimen during each cycle.
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4.5 Thermal Hysteresis 
The mean permanent length change of Bianca Mist after 10 cycles was found to be -0.001%, which is 
considered stable and does not indicate a strong trend to continual growth.  The range in hysteresis 
was -0.010% to +0.012%.  The variation in hysteresis is likely to be due to the ‘clunkiness’ of the 
relatively large calcite grains as they lock and unlock with each other.  This is consistent with previous 
tests on other marbles which showed that coarser grain marbles have a lesser tendency to permanent 
dimensional change.

The chart below shows the permanent dimensional change of each individual specimen over the ten 
cycles.  The graph does show a very slight increase in length in early cycles but this appears to 
stabilise after further cycles.
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4.6 Petrography 
Three representative samples of Bianca Mist marble labelled M17 X, Y and Z representing 
orthogonal orientations of a supplied block were prepared as standard thin sections (approx 25mm 
x 65mm) and examined under transmitted light. 

INDIVIDUAL DESCRIPTIONS

Sample

Orientations Y and Z 

Massive, medium to coarse granular marble.  No specific 
fabric, weathering, opaque mineral grains or deleterious 
features were identified in these two thin sections. 

Petrographically, the composition and texture of these two thin sections are seen to be basically 
the same.  At least 90% of the area of each consists of an essentially homogeneous massive 
mosaic of equant polygonal crystals of calcite, mostly with an individual size range of 0.3mm to 
2.0mm, average about 1.0mm.

Optical twinning characteristically occurs within most of the (anhedral) crystals, without specific 
evidence of deformation.  The only apparent variation within this massive marble mosaic is the 
sporadic occurrence of occasional lenses to 3mm of finer mosaic, average size about 0.3mm, 
more or less sub-parallel and forming about 5% of the section area.  These grade imperceptibly 
into the greater bulk of the marble mosaic and may represent pre-existing “primary” structures 
(?bedding).

There is no evidence of opaque mineral grains within these two thin sections or in their offcut 
slabs, and no optical evidence of alteration/impurities or of fractures/fissures. 

Sample

Orientation X 

Massive marble, no weathering or deleterious minerals.  
A very incipient fabric is manifest as minor and relatively 
localised intergranular apparent recrystallisation, but 
with no apparent gross structural significance. 

This thin section X consists almost entirely of the same massive mosaic of polygonal and more or 
less equant calcite crystals, with mostly the same size range and average size (of about 1mm) as 
described for samples Y and Z.  Internally, these crystals have the same typical twinning and there 
is no evidence of opaque mineral grains, alteration or impurities. 

One minor difference seen in this thin section, is the presence of several small poorly defined 
lenses of finer calcite mosaic, sub-parallel up to 1mm wide and 5mm long, average grain size 
about 0.2mm.  These are slightly more abundant (? 10% of the section area) and petrographically 
more prominent than is evident in Y and Z.  These features seem to represent local 
recrystallisation within the coarser marble mosaic, perhaps rather than inherent variants. 

Examination of the three orientations suggests that there is a very incipient structural feature in the 
X orientation.  These small areas of micromosaic however are relatively minor and isolated and 
unlikely to have a significant bearing on the bulk rock fabric. 
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5. SUMMARY 

• The samples of Bianca Mist tested within this investigation were found to have a low water 
absorption consistent with fresh, unaltered marble.

• The flexural strength complies with the ASTM specification, but there was some variation in 
strength which is attributed to the presence of traces of iron oxide.

• Compressive strength is acceptable but shows some variation due to a weak grain.  

• Thermal expansion and hysteresis tests showed the stone to be stable and do not suggest 
any tendency to warp or bow.

• Petrography indicates  the presence of lenses of finer calcite grains which indicates a weak 
directionality.  The directionality suggests that their may be some variation in strength 
depending on slabbing direction.

• Ultrasonic pulse velocity results indicate the presence of a grain with speeds of approximately 
9% higher in one orientation.

• It cannot be confirmed if the testing carried out represents the range in properties in all 
possible slabbing orientations.
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Appendix A 

Test Data 
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